Liquid lubricated, dual mechanical seals require an external source of fluid. A properly selected supply tank system eliminates the need to connect to a distant and sometimes unreliable barrier fluid source. Flowserve offers a complete line of standard reservoirs for a wide range of sealing applications and custom designed supply tank systems based on your specifications.

**Auxiliary Seal Support Reservoirs**

For Plan 52 & 53 Piping Arrangements

**API 610**
Heavy duty 950 psi tank for all-around high pressure services. Carbon steel and 304 stainless steel in two and four gallon usable capacity.

**ANSI 400**
400 psi tank for all-around medium pressure services. Carbon steel and 304 stainless steel in two and four gallon usable capacity.

**API 682**
Built to specifically meet API 682 requirements. 316 stainless steel five gallon usable capacity.

**ANSI Lite**
Economical light duty 150 psi tank for general service applications. Carbon steel and 304 stainless construction in a 3 gallon usable capacity.

Standard piping arrangements on all Flowserve supply tanks conform to API Plan 52 & 53 or ANSI Plan 7352 & 7353.
Barrier System Available Features

An advantage of a closed-loop supply tank system is its ability to indicate the condition of inner seal leakage based on the fluid level measurements over a set period of time. Optional level monitoring devices are available for early detection of either high or low liquid levels and pending seal failure.

DuraClear barrier fluids

Pure synthetics and blends are available for all dual and tandem mechanical seal applications. These nontoxic, food-grade barrier fluids are compatible with virtually all process fluids and will greatly reduce energy consumption and increase the mean time between planned maintenance of your pump or mixer. Request form FSD123 for information on the complete line of DuraClear products.

Refill cart

Refill your supply tanks in operation without pump downtime or venting unwanted gases to atmosphere. Capable of injecting new barrier fluid into the supply tank at pressures up to 1500 psi.

DuraClear barrier fluids

Pure synthetics and blends are available for all dual and tandem mechanical seal applications. These nontoxic, food-grade barrier fluids are compatible with virtually all process fluids and will greatly reduce energy consumption and increase the mean time between planned maintenance of your pump or mixer. Request form FSD123 for information on the complete line of DuraClear products.